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So, as an engaged member of the ZF, he was still extremely secure for his own safety, after all, as
long as Peter was not dead, his position was more secure every day!

And how could Pope Peter die? How could a Pope die without being struck down

by external forces?

He had spied a glimpse of the Pope's secrets! That Pope Peter would never die

until the cyborg was gone! Forever and ever! That was the hard truth! And by contrast, that is, as
long as he doesn't die, he will never die either! He is perfectly safe, so the world and he are two

opposites! He is safe, the world is dangerous.

He is the king who watches the show, and above this world, in scientific terms, it
is difficult for all those who have been genetically altered to escape the final great war! And this

great war will end in extinction!

Yes, extinction! As the Western European powers have said in their sandbox

exercises, the world of mankind does not allow for a race of people stronger than the majority!
Even if we are stronger, if we are not stronger than technology, then we will die!

The present glory is just lingering, and he, as the only person in the entire sandbox
room who heard this sandbox exercise of changing genes, is bitter at heart, but there is nothing he
can do about it! I serve closed service love zero steak love? They are powerful, dominating the
world inside the age of civilization opening up! But in a highly civilised world, they are nothing!



For example!

If you look at the history of China, you can see that their martial artists were not
able to change the destiny of their country even though they were so powerful! This is what
advanced civilisations expound on the lives of the genetically suddenly powerful!

Pope Peter looked with a grave brow in the direction where the West was sending
people again, there was a powerful aura there, very strong and very strong! It was even stronger
than the strongest person in the battlefield now!

Lin Hao might not even be a match for him!

Looking at Pope Peter's expression, the Giant Eagle King asked in a low voice,
"My Lord, has the M Kingdom sent reinforcements again?"

Bigel was puzzled, why did the Giant Eagle King still call Pope Peter 'Emperor'?
And with such respect? He didn't understand, but the Giant Eagle King was more powerful than
him, and he did it, so there must be some truth in it! Besides, the Giant Eagle King was not weak
and had the backing of the ZF to respect Pope Peter so much, how could he, a newly promoted
king-level powerhouse, stand up to a royal-level expert?

He listened quietly from the sidelines, telling himself that it was better not to

make a sound next. At the same time, he pondered, "How powerful is M?



He had always been vague about this concept, after all, had not been to M much,
because M was so powerful that it pressed some of them to breathe, and the other side was

overbearing, leading to some international losses, and F was turning a blind eye, besides, as the
other side's backyard, how dare they move? And!

The Vampire King gave away the chip to M to develop, would he still dare to go

over there? Obviously, he wouldn't dare!

He was one of the latent ones, if M Nation detected that he was not using the

technology chip, would that not be a sheep into the tiger's mouth?

When Ancestor Cang had fallen, he had thought that with his own strength, there
was no place in the world that he could not go to if he wanted to, but now it seemed that Ancestor

Cang's fall had only opened the door to the world of the powerful, and that the global pattern that
had been silent for thousands of years would begin today!

Pope Peter nodded slightly and said, "Here comes a super strong man, very strong,
you are in his presence, just one instant will kill you!"
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Pope Peter knew the King of Giant Eagles, the eagle that used to hover over the book of his

questioning and feed him during the warring years. Later, when he became Pope himself, he also
became a King-level master in succession! Pope Peter believed that once he departed from this

world, or died, then he would be the next pope!



The Giant Eagle King cackled, so strong? The current global situation is really

inscrutable!

One by one, the strongest are coming out! However, as the host of Western Europe,
King Giant Eagle actually found this scene comical! After all, King Lin Hao of China had only

come to Western Europe seeking medicine as well as technology to save his wife's brain damage,
and apparently they could have saved Shen Xiyan even without the Heart of Regeneration!

However, with the Vampire King taking advantage of the situation, it caused M to

take a big fall here! If they had only suffered a stifling defeat, perhaps the current situation would
have been over long ago, but then again, the M Nation was confident that sending in a T4000
level powerhouse would solve the problem, but who knows, one T3000 fell, then a T4000
surrendered, followed by two more T3000s in support, and what happened?

Two T3000s dead, and the rest will still die if they are not reinforced!

"King, this melee, will it cause global chaos?" King Giant Eagle inquired.

"Giant Eagle, the future of Western Europe depends on you." Pope Peter glanced at
King Giant Eagle as he had looked up at him when he asked himself under that sycamore tree, and
in a mere trance, a thousand years had passed!

The Giant Eagle King was suddenly silent. Although Pope Peter did not answer,
the words had already told him what he wanted to know, and his heart already had the answer!



The Joker had crossed the mountains and the sea and had finally arrived at the
edge of the open sea!

Before he arrived, his voice was incomparably arrogant: "Yuanwu, we haven't seen
each other for forty years!"

"Arrogant!" Lin Hao said in a low voice, but the wind of his fists surged as he

killed towards those two one after another! He had just advanced to the Extreme Dao and was now
at his peak, Lin Hao Ke didn't like to sit around and wait for death!

"Seeking death! I'm even here, and you still dare to strike!" Sensing Lin Hao's
incessant killing intent and incessant strikes, the clown shouted angrily as his speed increased!

But at this time, a loud sound erupted from the air, the sound of a missile!

That one? The sound of a missile! At that moment, the whole place was silent,
except for the sound of the fight! All the officers on the deck of the warship were horrified, but
then they realised! Who had sent the attack!

The Bear Nation! Who but the Bear Nation would dare to launch a missile? Only

the Bear Nation!

A missile exploded, the air was filled with the smell of smoke, Lin Hao did not

stop, but accelerated his attack, Yuan Wu also paused, he was going to exchange pleasantries with



the clown, but now it seems that we can wait for the battle to start! This time is just like what Lin
Hao did, staying and waiting is a waste of time!

It would be better to kill one of the opponent's strongest before saying anything,
and then we could have another 2V2. For Yuan Wu, he had already killed a cyborg today, so
killing another one would definitely not be a loss! If he killed two more, it would be blood

money!

"You seek death!" The clown roared, incomparably furious!

He knew that he would be obstructed, but with the help of his boosters he had
dodged many of the Bear Nation's defensive batteries and missiles that could not track his speed!
He had thought that the Bears would not dare to make a move on the high seas, but they had the
audacity to launch missiles at him, with such power and speed that they were ready to come at

him!
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On the Bear Kingdom's side, after a single missile shot, countless powerful men with huge bear
totems placed on their backs rose up into the air, while forming a bizarre pattern as they wrapped
around the entire warship formation!

Patterns that glowed with energy and isolated the light beyond!

"That's a giant defence shield!" Someone exclaimed out loud, it was a superb
racial trait of the Bear Nation! They were similar to the bestialisation of Western Europe!



The head officer of the Bear Kingdom stood atop the largest warship and scorned
the Joker!

He laughed, "Joker, you have stolen our divine arts and grafted them onto

inhuman, inhuman cyborgs, but alas, you have only learned the skinny! It is nothing compared to
this superb technology of mine!"

The Joker stepped out of the smoke, his body glowing with a red defensive shield,
his body flickering and flickering, like an unearthly king, out of the dust, going nowhere!

So strong!

So powerful that one would think? So powerful that one feels? It was so powerful

that it was suffocating!

That was the first thought of all the chief officers who were looking this way!

The second thought was that no matter what, they could not allow a T4000 level

powerhouse to offend their territory!

The chief officers of some of the weaker countries had recorded this image with
their instruments and would show it to their leaders when they returned to their countries! Let them



know the horror of the T4000 and let them give orders to stop the T4000 from coming! Let them
give the T3000 a death warrant!

Just like the Bear Nation at the moment, meet and greet with super missiles!

In fact, they were all enraged by the Joker, after all, the missiles the Bears had just
fired were extremely advanced missiles, but what happened? The image of the Joker walking out

of the middle unscathed is appalling! There are many weak countries whose defence missiles are
probably not as advanced as this one just now, right? If such an advanced missile couldn't
restrain him, would they really have to raise the power of the nation? So they have to take up the

international ordinance weapon to restrain them!

Internationally, at all times, territory is not to be offended! Especially in the

presence of a weaker nation, this is the best umbrella to protect the safety of life!

The Joker grunted, his face grim, he was right, the defensive shield had been

created after the characteristics of the bear's totem, but they hadn't seen one of this magnitude,
otherwise they would have stolen it!

But now it's not too late to learn!

Looking at the Bear Country, there were four men standing above them, one in
each direction, occupying the four directions, and behind them a huge white bear appeared, its
face peaceful, its eyes not even open, and Joker thought that when they opened, it would be a

different picture!



"Hey, isn't that what I see now?" The Joker said, and then with a flash of his figure,
in a blink of an eye, he was directly over that defence shield!

With all the chief officers on top of this one square warship looking at him, all
watching, Joker pulled out a magic wand from somewhere, then with a flip, turned it into a

machete, and then slashed down violently!

The next moment, the defence shield trembled violently, and the place where it

had been slashed appeared cracked, but in the next second, the four-sided totem suddenly lit up,
and four hues of light rose up, and the defence shield slowly quieted down!
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The four-way totem powerhouse exhaled lightly, as if he didn't think it was a big deal to take this
move!

The clown swung his great sword, the blade's aura dispersing as he swung his
hand, and he stood overhead as the two confronted each other!

"Not bad, not bad at all! If my mechanical legion learns this move to a T, beating
China is simply a trapped fight!" Instead of getting angry, the clown pointed out with glee.

Fighting China was their ultimate goal! After all, what they can't learn, they
destroy! The Bear Kingdom's totem technology, they had already learnt a process, and as long as
they were studying it in fine detail, they were bound to achieve something! But after so many
years of infiltrating Huaxia, they eventually failed to make any progress, and as soon as they



pursued it, they felt that they could break through the T4000 as long as they learned the use of the

divine Tibetan technology they had studied!

And so it came to pass, what I cannot get, then I will destroy! But they couldn't
get it, and they couldn't destroy it, which gave them a huge headache! Now they see an

opportunity to learn the Bear Kingdom's multiplayer totem technology and develop new skills.

Thinking about it, Joker laughed out loud!

Yuanwu swung his sword down, and the endless blade turned into a wind blade

that tore through the air and instantly reached straight! It flew over the head of the White Dwarf,
over the head of the Forest Wolf T4000! The killing intent was so thick that as soon as they
touched it, they would either die or be injured! Genbu's combat technique is very simple, it's
direct! One slash after another, all deadly techniques, unlike Lin Hao, who was fierce with a sense
of domination! Each time, it was with the insistence of certain death! But if we are to be really
serious, both of them are more or less the same!

YuanWu slashed down, and theWhite Dwarf ForestWolf T4000 directly evaded

retreat. Lin Hao took the opportunity to catch up with the blade with his extreme speed and

punched the Forest Wolf T4000 in the head! The dodging Forest Wolf T4000 was too weak to

use its defensive shield!

"Howl!" A wolf roar! It slammed into the sea at speeds that exceeded the speed of

sound! A huge wave of waves roared to the sky, followed by a running wolf that looked like it

flew out from the bottom of the sea, stepping on the huge waves towards the sky, in? Ai di

grasshopper shamrock yi serving er? A screen of waves, ten silver awnings slashed through, the
screen of giant waves was torn apart, the forest wolf T4000 wolf head hideous towards killing!



Ten silver mangles dazzled as they struck viciously towards Lin Hao! This too
was a sure kill, without a hint of delay!

Lin Hao hurriedly retreated, and Yuan Wu even swung his sword again, but when
the retreated White Dwarf saw that the Forest Wolf T4000 was about to succeed, he naturally did
not hesitate to strike, and he also came at Lin Hao with a punch!

Lin Hao looked around and gritted his teeth to avoid the Forest Wolf T4000's
claws, but he was hit by White Dwarf's fist!

Everyone was a top powerhouse, with a great ability to seize opportunities!

But these two were still incredibly scared of Lin Hao! Lin Hao had a characteristic
of fighting, that is, he didn't want to hit a person with his life, just like a street punk fight, this
made the person who was being attacked look hard and very reluctant to fight, after all, he might
end up winning, but he would also die! Probably to be killed by Lin Hao before he kills him!

The Forest Wolf T4000 screamed in agony as he glanced towards the clown, at
this time, the clown T4000 was actually still fighting with the bear country, couldn't he assist
himself to escape out of Lin Hao's attack? If he dragged on, he really couldn't carry it anymore!
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Looking at Lin Hao's increasing courage, the Forest Wolf T4000 angrily cursed this devil, this
madman, is he not afraid of death? The Joker T4000 is here, this is a half-saint level powerhouse,
he can completely crush the whole field, once he strikes, you and Yuan Wu are bound to die! If
you don't escape now, you won't have a chance later!



White Dwarf looked at the timidness in Forest Wolf T4000's eyes, and cursed

angrily in his heart! This damned bastard, still thinking of surviving intact at this moment,
damned! What had the Mechanical Legion been doing for the past forty years? How come

they've only taken in a bunch of losers? Can they trust the T4000s in the Mechanical Army?
Maybe not, but if not them, who should they trust? The deputy captain? He didn't believe it
either ......

White Dwarf threw a punch towards Yuanwu, who dodged and slashed down! It
was towards White Dwarf's head, White Dwarf grunted, meaning that such a simple move, also
want to hurt me, then a violent towards the ground vanish, a green smoke directly from the spot,
the next moment came under Yuan Wu's body! With a cold smile at the corner of his mouth and

a murderous intent, he threw a punch with all his might!

The great threat made Yuan Wu's heart thump violently, damn it!

There was panic in Yuanwu's heart!

Lin Hao, who was chasing after the Forest Wolf T4000, turned his head to look

this way and found Yuan Wu in a crisis, he was also surprised that White Dwarf still had such a

move hidden at this time! This was a very damaging move, and it looked like Yuanwu was going
to be hit hard! Lin Hao couldn't stop, so he could only retaliate against the Forest Wolf T4000!

"Extreme Dao!" Lin Hao snorted lightly, and the next moment, his entire body was
wrapped in black Qi as a super powerful force gathered!



The Forest Wolf T4000 was so frightened that it yelled straight out, "Joker, save
me!"

"Too late!" Lin Hao stepped out of the black Qi with a punch!

Just one punch!

This punch changed the colour of heaven and earth!

The clown looked towards the side, his face also horrified, he hurriedly roared,
"Lin Hao, stop it! I can leave your body intact!"

Lin Hao laughed!

In the next moment, Lin Hao threw a direct punch down!

The speed was fast!

In just a blink of an eye, the ForestWolf T4000 had absolutely no time to dodge!



This fist that changed the colour of heaven and earth finally arrived at Forest Wolf
T4000's heels, and this fist struck down towards his throat!

It shatters the skull! The neck explodes!

Mechanical debris scattered in all directions, the explosion? The explosion? The

sound continues!

The chip makes a violent buzzing sound!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 is unconscious for a split second!

His entire body was flying backwards, hundreds of metres backwards! A pair of

giant wings grew out of nowhere and flapped viciously, keeping him from falling straight down to

the bottom of the sea ......

Lin Hao crushed the head of the Forest Wolf T4000 with one punch, yet looking
at the Forest Wolf T4000 hanging in mid-air, Lin Hao knew that he wasn't dead.

"Is this not even dead?" Lin Hao was a little disappointed his punch, an upgraded
version of the punch under the Extreme Dao, had left him a little disappointed!



But just a gentle punch, early out with such tremendous power, Lin Hao was
dumbfounded!

It was strong, very strong! If he was in full physical condition, I'm afraid that this

punch would be enough to directly kill a strong person of the level of Forest Wolf T4000.

Yes, Lin Hao had become stronger again!

Changing directly from his wolf body back to his human body, the giant wolf
disappeared, a man hanging in mid-air, his face incomparably ugly and grim, like he was now
carrying great pain!
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The bestialization skill was directly lost by Lin Hao's punch, and the core chip piece of

technology was destroyed by Lin Hao with brute force! The Wolf of the Forest T4000 was

directly demoted from T4000 to T3000 level! And it was a devastating blow, he would never

be able to be bestial again!

A single punch, a demotion!

How appalling is this!

Although White Dwarf had hidden his hand, after this blow, he looked at the

Forest Wolf T4000, no, T3000, in the distance and was directly demoted.



What kind of concept is that? That is to say, Lin Hao's punch could have

completely? The intention was to kill him! Kill him!

Damn!

It's dangerous!

And it was close!

White Dwarf hurriedly flew backwards, no longer tangling with Yuanwu.

The Wolf of the Forest T3000 was in the air, in pain and afraid! He could body

was modified, normally it was difficult to experience painful feelings, but when it did, it was a
million times more painful! He felt his body limbs, his strange meridians, his blood, and his

heart all giving him feedback that he was in too much pain and he was going to die!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 roared and tore his heart out!

White Dwarf had never felt such pain, he hadn't had his defenses broken, so he
couldn't feel it! But looking at the pain of the Forest Wolf T4000, it was also shocking and
frightening, it was too much to bear! And at the same time, he told himself that he couldn't face
the King of China, Lin Hao! He was strong, unbelievably strong!



The clown shook with rage and came towards Lin Hao's side to kill him, his
magician's wand waved and a knight's sword appeared, the rapier was dazzlingly bright, the light
on the sword shimmered, no quality could be seen, but the killing intent was so strong that one
could look at it and feel afraid to look any further!

He steps forward on the waves, but it is impossible to tell whether he is in front of
them or behind them, it is very strange!

Strong!

This was Lin Hao's first feeling!

Very strong, very terrifying!

Lin Hao was staring at him with a deadly gaze, trying to pull out an exact
direction!

His ears moved violently, but the next moment, Lin Hao's eyes snapped open!

Magic!



What is the downside of magic? It was that there was always a true solution, and
that by gaining insight into the truth, all the rest was an illusion! He had been standing on top of

a huge wave, something on that one speed trajectory, and if he executed his strongest blow, then
it would inevitably not change trajectory!

So all those clowns on top of the wave, underneath the wave ...... and so on, were
all false to him!

Lin Hao, in the next moment, threw a direct punch!

A powerful jigoku enchanting!

Lin Hao in his full victory state threw a punch!

The destroyed isolated island beneath him reappeared, this time, once again
chipped down a layer by a terrifying breath!

On such a scale, it was exactly like an atomic bomb exploding!

At this moment, Lin Hao stepped into the world's top battle power!

Although the ForestWolf T3000 was tormented by a million times more pain, his
entire body was still incomparably panicked when he saw this scene, it was too strong! This King



of China was too strong, if this blow had hit his own body, it would have been more than just

destroying the body of the beast!

White Dwarf's body trembled violently, it was so strong!

Destructive intent! It's a crushing destructive intent!

What was he doing? He was fighting death! Damn the Mechanical Legion, what
kind of person had they sent him, was such a person someone he could fight against? Damn it,
damn it!
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White Dwarf roared in his heart! At this moment, he felt that Arashiyama's death was worth it, to
be put to death by such a powerful man was an honour for him! It was better than dying at the
hands of Yuanwu. But White Dwarf didn't want to follow in Arashiyama's footsteps and die with

him! He wasn't dead, after all, then he didn't want to die!

Forbidden Area Fifty-one!

Above the huge screen, the eight people present? Yi'er xi xi closed yiwu xi?
Mechanical Legion's strongest men, all sat up straight with a jolt!

"King Huaxia!" The deputy captain's eyes were murderous and resolute!



"He must die!" He said!

This exploded into battle, a being that even he felt threatened by!

Such a strong man, or a Chinese strong man, could he not be allowed to walk out
of the high seas alive? This was a formidable enemy of their country, M! China does not have
such a strong man! There are several stages between the King of China and the Yuanwu today! A
single glimpse of the Chinese King Lin Hao would surely deal a fatal blow to the Chinese martial
arts community! A fatal blow to the Dragon Sect!

He had to call out the title of King of Huaxia! The Lin Hao of today could afford

that title!

With this outburst of his fist, he deserves the title of King of Huaxia!

After this battle, if he didn't die, he would be one of the world's top powerhouses,
and as long as he didn't want to die, no one would ever be able to kill him again!

"Too, too strong!" The giant shark whispered, he stared at the Joker, dead on his

feet, he saw through the Joker's tricks! He also knew that in front of a powerhouse of his calibre,
this flashing shadow trick of the Joker's was self-delusion!



But the Joker's true combat power was also very fierce, and his traits were one of
the best developed! It was a pity that he was known for his trickery and agility, and not for his

destructive power of bite, like he was! If he were to throw this punch against Lin Hao, he didn't
know how it would end, but he had a certain amount of self confidence! After all, at this moment
Lin Hao was in unbelievably bad physical condition!

Still, he didn't care much about the King of China, Lin Hao, but the Joker!

The level of half-saint was one that both he and Joker were pursuing, and if Joker
ever reached the level of half-saint, and Joker knew that he hadn't reached the level of half-saint,
then he would be put in a dangerous situation, that of being ridden over by Joker and being

mercilessly crushed by Joker, and that was an image he didn't want to see!

So, he stared, dead on!

Inside the room of the black strongman of the fifty-first restricted area, a flashing
shadow emerges and finally disappears! The black strongman is briefly lost in thought, having
missed an opportunity to lay hold of it, followed by immense chagrin!

But his face moved, "Is this the power he seeks?"

There was an unmistakable silence in the room, not a single voice answered. But
he already knew the answer!



In China, there really was a divine collection that could break through to the

T4000 extreme! It was a pity that he couldn't get it! That's what it told him!

"If I work out the characteristics of the Chinese divine collection, will it be
possible to open you up?" The black man asked.

In another corner of the room, he stretched out a screen, on which was none other
than Pope Peter's appearance!

Pope Peter sensed someone snooping, he glanced coldly towards the place, and
the screen shattered bizarrely!

"Peter is still strong." He whispered, "But what you seek will never be achieved!"

Pope Peter was also shocked, the power that this Chinese King Lin Hao had

exploded out of had reached an astonishing height, with his strength today, he himself had to be

afraid of him for a few moments!
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However, this was his ally, and the stronger he was, the better for himself, wasn't it? Pope Peter

suddenly broke out into a smile.

"Holy Lord? He's so powerful that he can spy on me! But that's true, on the high
seas, as long as there is a cyborg, he can see wherever and whichever person he wants! But he



doesn't care to take orders from the ZF of M to do some sneaky stuff, otherwise what's the need
for the Five Eyes Alliance! One of him would be enough!"

Pope Peter glanced towards the Forbidden Zone of Fifty-One.

Not to mention the Holy Lord, he wouldn't take orders from the present day Royal

Court, oh no. It was the ZF! He was a man who had lived for a thousand years, a walking history,
who could correct the history of the nations of Western Europe if he wanted to! But would he? He

wouldn't!

It's like that bunch of immortal old monsters in China, would they come out and

correct history? Oh, sure, if those old monsters in China dare to say the wrong thing? Would they

come out and correct history? They would probably die! Naturally they wouldn't dare! What

kind of secrets exist in China, a land that has inherited thousands of years of civilisation! How
much do they really know about the Mouth of the World? It really tickled the heart. Pope Peter
glanced towards the east, and in his eyes, in the sky above China, there was this huge dragon,
which at this moment was angry and spewing its breath in all directions! The dragon exploded
with a pressure that made his body tremble!

On the far side of the dragon, an ancient bear trembles, not daring to make any
move! As this white bear trembled, the defensive shield generated by the bear country's totem
wavered faintly, frightening those few totem powerhouses to the point where their faces turned

pale!

From above the projector, Qin Long watched as Lin Hao exploded with power!



With a fierce fury, he directly smashed the mahogany-made coffee table,
splashing the tea in all directions as he, in a fit of rage!

"Wang Ming, you deserve to die!" Qin Long was furious beyond measure.

Yang Hu's face was also steaming with murderous intent, Lin Hao was strong,
stronger than they had expected, such a strong man could completely compete with a Saint Lord,
yet, such a strong man was almost pitted and killed on the high seas!

What was the philosophy behind the founding of their Dragon Sect? It was to

defend China! And yet? They could only cower within the borders of China, and after the great

war forty years ago, realised the weakness of their own people! Then they just watched as M's
cyborgs became stronger and stronger, so strong that today they are so cowed and afraid that

many of them are too scared to fight again! The will to fight was fading!

But then, the saviour appeared!

And yet, he was going to die!

To be pitied to death!

To be pitted to death by the people of the Dragon Sect!



"Damn it! Damn it!" Yang Hu roared, spraying Wang Ming with saliva!

The martial artists present were filled with righteous indignation, and many roared,
"Kill him! He must be killed!"

Wang Ming's whole body shook violently, his status was very high, almost
reaching the same status as Qin Long and Yang Hu, of course he had someone behind him to back

him up, otherwise with his status as the head of the research group, how could he rebuke Yuan

Wu?

But at this moment, he didn't dare to bring out this status, he could only bow his

head in fear, and at this moment, he still didn't dare to make a sound! He was still afraid to speak
out!

The image above the high seas was too shocking!

It turns out that the power emitted by a human being can really hit harder than an
atomic bomb ......

So, all this is true ......

So, the world is really so weird ......



It turns out that ......

Everything in front of him had turned his perception upside down, and he had just
realized that the Dragon Gate turned out to be a very terrifying existence ......
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It turns out that the Dragon Gate is used to resist the existence of such people, it turns out that the
Dragon Gate ......

Like an enlightenment ......

At this moment Wang Ming truly understood what it means to be a national
treasure, and why the Dragon Gate is so secretive and special, only, it seems to be a little late ......

Above the high seas!

The Bear Kingdom's strongest officer of the moment, the chief officer, barked at

the four Totem powerhouses, "Open the defence shield!"

Then gave the order, "All warships, all weapons ignite and prepare to fire!"



"All, nations that share the danger of defense with my Bear Kingdom, ignite now!"

He gave the order!

Because he knew that Lin Hao could not die! Huaxia bordered his Bear Kingdom,
but no one but he, the Bear Kingdom, understood the concept of the founding of Huaxia, so to
protect the strongest man in Huaxia was to add a strong man to his Bear Kingdom's defence!

The King of China cannot!

The chief officer on top of that Chinese carrier received orders? er dyed Italian

steak closed west whisked love? , prepare to launch missiles! And he received the order that the

East had been given a mission!

As long as the war is not going as planned, the mission will be accomplished!

To destroy the sky and the earth!

On top of M's warships, the two carriers that followed closely behind stood in

front, and the seamen on top shouted, "Kill him kill him!"

They hated Lin Hao too much, he had completely destroyed their prestige and

made many of them have a low will to fight, they didn't want to see such a person!



This man, was too powerful to live outside of M Nation!

Only, he received a call.

"Order all warships! Not a single bullet, not a single shell is to be fired without an
order from the High Command, or you will be the greatest sinners in the history of the M Nation!"

"Now that all the warships and carriers over in the Bear Country have been

electrified, if you dare to fire a single shell, you will be reduced to a sea of fire! And most likely,
it will lead to a melee of warships on the high seas!"

"I have ordered the Joker T4000 to strike after one hit and even if he doesn't, you
are to fall back when the time comes! No aid to him!" A roar came from inside their ears and both

carrier commanders were dumbfounded that the situation was so bad!

And it was the first time they had ever experienced a battle of this magnitude by
a powerhouse!

With that order, their carriers retreated straight back.

Thirty miles out of the open sea!



In the course of Joker's sword, he received orders from the Supreme ZF to deliver

only one blow! After the blow was over, he was to flee!

This blow, no matter how it ended, was to be fled!

The Joker sensed the gravity of the situation even in the next moment! Battles
between powerful people don't usually touch on national wars, but this time, it seemed, it had
ignited the fires of peace between great nations for decades, and it seemed, there would be a

tendency towards a world war!

In other words, he feels abandoned!

When was M, threatened by the world? That was his first thought, but apparently,
at this moment, it was threatened by the world! And it was a complete and utter threat!

The news had reached the Mechanical Corps! The deputy captain laughed, a deep,
ugly laugh, a laugh that was worse than crying ......

The next moment, a scene that covered the sky appeared!

Such a scene appeared for all the heads of the nations of the world!



Lin Hao didn't know that the world's landscape had changed! He just knew that

the man in front of him was strong, incomparably strong!

But so what?

If Blackened Lin Hao hadn't fallen asleep, then it was highly likely that he would
have simply decapitated him under the augmentation of the Extreme Dao!

Chapter 1480

Unfortunately, there's no ifs, and he doesn't want the blackened Lin Hao to reappear! After all, his
appearance had brought unexpected bad things to himself, and he had gone against his strongest

wishes! To put Xie Yan's life at risk, that was an existence Lin Hao couldn't accept!

"You're lucky!" The clown said, his tone was light, but there were countless
emotions hidden within, anger, killing intent, contempt, and creepiness ......

"What a lot of nonsense! Do all you cyborgs in M have a technique of talking too

much? I've killed countless of them, but none of them have been so talkative! The last one who
died also seemed to talk too much!" Lin Hao scoffed as he stared at one of the countless clowns.

"You seek death! You deserve to die!" The clown was furious! Incredibly furious!

But knew that he couldn't be killed! If he killed him, he would die too!



The signs of the east wind of China, as the wind blows from China, are locking
onto him! He was scared! His warning of danger was strong!

At last, the two made contact! The sky rattled and exploded instantly!

A super dazzling light lit up the day, a light more ardent than the sun's rays
appeared, shining directly into everyone's eyes, sending out a stinging sensation! Countless people
closed their eyes, some put on goggles, it was so dazzling it was like looking directly into the sun!
It was even several times more painful than looking directly into the sun!

The skin on the surface of Lin Hao's body was like a knife cut, every drop of

blood turning into a thread! Behind him, it was as if countless threads of blood were wrapping

around him, devouring him!

The clown's mouth appeared, no longer the M-man face from before, but became
a clown costume, and the corners of that mouth, which had been torn open as if by a tear, were
now bubbling with blood! His eyes, too, were dripping blood!

On his body, the clown's dhoti spread out in all directions, a huge body, bare and
clean, cut by a black light, each one taking away a trace of blood! He was in a similar condition
to Lin Hao!

He was staring at Lin Hao, and Lin Hao was staring at him!



Inside Lin Hao's eyes was an increasingly strong killing intent, an increasingly
strong will to fight!

Inside his eyes was anger, disbelief, and shock!

His shadow doppelganger had been discovered!

His strength was directly hardened by his opponent!

His ego, under his fist, didn't seem so special!

He was a top T4000 strength, he was a powerhouse on the verge of stepping into
the Half-Sage level!

But what? A 50/50 fight with Lin Hao!

He was still in such a weak condition, what if he was in full physical condition?
What would that be like? Him? How would he be? I can't imagine!

It was terrifying! The King of China, Lin Hao, was so terrifying that it was
appalling!



It's a good thing he's still the only one in the whole of China who's as strong as he
is! Good thing his philosophy has always been to pursue the heart of regeneration! Good thing he
cares so much about his wife! Good thing what threatened him for many years! As long as the
more things he cared about, then the more weaknesses he would have, and they Mechanical

Legion would just have to create a powerful jeopardy on top of those weaknesses, he didn't
believe that Lin Hao wouldn't go forward!

When the time came, he and Giant Shark, and his deputy would join forces, he
didn't believe it!

Couldn't kill this man!

He knew they couldn't intercept and kill Lin Hao in front of everyone, but what
about another hidden place? With China and the Bear Kingdom not receiving word of their quick

decapitation of Lin Hao, who would know!

Joker dodged and blew a direct line of light! His eyes were burning and bleeding,
he didn't care! Because he saw that Lin Hao wasn't any better!
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